Nature journaling for teachers

This activity will require a visit outdoors and to the Virtual Woodland Wander website. Ensure each
student has access to:
• Colouring pencils/crayons
• Glue stick
• Scissors
• Notebook/blank paper with clipboard
• Student activity sheet

Location 1: Local environment
1. Explore!

Venture outside to a local vegetated area in or near your school. Ask
students to find a nice place to sit that is safe.
2. Prepare!

Ask students to write down the date, location and weather conditions at the top
of the page of their nature journal entry.
3. Sense!

Guide students through the three sensory exercises below:
What do you see? Spend some quiet time at your chosen location and observe
the plants and animals around you. Look down at the ground and try to spot the
smallest thing you can see. Look as far as you can and try to spot the furthest
thing you can see.
What do you hear?
Close your eyes and remain silent for 3 minutes. What sounds can you hear? How
many sounds can you hear? Do certain sounds become louder the longer you
listen to them?
What can you feel?
What textures are present on the ground you are sitting on? How do the plants in
this area feel? How does the air feel?
Students record their responses on their activity sheet.
4. Journal!

On the prepared page of their nature journals, students draw a field sketch of their
surroundings. Prompt students to:
• include labels for all the features they have seen, heard and felt in this
environment.
• draw any interesting features they saw up close in greater detail.
• incorporate natural materials into their sketches
Students record 3 questions they have about this environment based on their
observations.

Location 2: Cumberland Plain Woodland
1. Explore!

Explore the Cumberland Plain Woodland in 360 using the Virtual Woodland
Wander. Click on the hotspots to learn more about the plants and animals
found here.
2. Sense!

Repeat the three sensory exercises for this environment
3. Journal!

On a new page of their nature journals, students draw a field sketch of a still from
the Virtual Woodland Wander. Prompt students to:
• include labels for all the features they have seen, heard and felt in this
environment.
• draw any interesting features they saw up close in greater detail.
Students record 3 questions they have about this environment based on their
observations
Nature Journal template
Location:
Date:
Drawing

Time:

Questions I have about this environment:
1.
2.
3.

Weather:

Location Location: Compare!
Initiate a class discussion asking students to compare their two journal entries. Use
the following questions:
• How are the two environments similar?
• How are they different?
• What makes the Cumberland Plain Woodland unique?
Collaboratively construct a Venn diagram summarising these similarities and
differences:

Cumberland
Plain
Woodland

Local
environment

Summatively discuss what makes the Cumberland Plain Woodland unique
Optional: Encourage students to keep adding to their nature journal when they
encounter new environments, to engage students in an ongoing discussion.

